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The new SVL has expandedthe scopeof the valuationactuary. How are actuaries
respondingto:

• Risk of legal liability?
• Vaguenessof actuarialstandardsrelated to adequacy testing?
• Relianceon other company experts?
• Consultantsversus companyactuary perspectives?
• The science versus the art of process?

MR. JAMES N. GORSLINE: I can hardlymake each of you an attomey in the time
that has been allottedto me to speak,but I would liketo sensitizeyou to the legal
environment that you work in and offer you some practicalsuggestionson how you
might avoidever having to go insidea courtroom, where somebody callsyour work
into question, criticizingyou for having committed malpractice, making unintentional
errors,or participatingin some sort of fraud. I'Utalk about some of the problems with
the new SVL, and more generally,some of the problemsthat actuariesface in the
legal climate that you operate in.

I'd first liketo talk about whether actuariesshouldbe concerned about actuarial

liability. There are severalreasonsthat each of you shouldbe concernedabout
potentialliability,whether you are employed by a company or whether you are a
consultant.

I realizethat most of you are employedby companies, rather than beingconsultants.
Obviously, the consultantshave a lot more litigationexposure than those of you who
are employed by companies. But, if you're employed by a company, don't take too
much heart inthat, because I think that you've alsogot litigationexposure. All
professionalsrely on judgment. Becauseallprofessionalsexpressopinions,and
because all of those opinionsare not necessarilymatters of fact, but areas that are
more subjective,your opinionscan be called into questiondown the road. Because
of that, professionalshave to be extremely carefuland have to be cognizantof the
potential liabilitythat they have. Actuariesare no exception.

Let me lista couple of reasonswhy you need to be concerned about liability. First,
plaintiffs' attorneys are no longerreluctant to name only entities asdefendants in
corporate lawsuits. I wish I could tell you that in every actuarial malpracticeor every
actuarial fraud case that I've been involved in only the company has been sued or

* Mr. Gorsline,not a member of the sponsoringorganizations,is an Attorney at
King and Spalding in Atlanta, Georgia.
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only the consulting firm has been sued. But I can't tell you that. Plaintiffs' attorneys
often name individuals. They often name the person who actually did the work.
They often name the person who actually put pen to paper and filed the report with
the insurance commissioner. I'm not sure that if I were a plaintiff's attomey I would
do that, but I'm not like a lot of plaintiffs' attorneys, and a lot of plaintiffs" attorneys
do that. So, you can't take any comfort in the fact that you're not a deep pocket
and won't get sued individually, because it can happen.

Plaintiffs' attorneys are not going to know whether you're covered by insurance.
They might assume that you are, and that, if they name you individually, there may
be some source of insurance from which their clients' damages can be satisfied.
They might name you for that reason. They might simply want to ensure that they'll
be able to subpoena you, take your deposition, and be able to get any documents
that you have. They may name you for that reason. Alternatively, maybe they
won't name you. Maybe they are afraid that if they name you individually, you'll be
more aggressive in defending the lawsuit to clear your name than you would be if
they didn't name you. There are reasons that plaintiffs' attorneys may or may not
name you. The sad fact is, it's becoming more and more likely that individuals will be
named along with companies.

Another reason that you ought to be concerned about liabil_y is that there is a chance
that your employer will sue you. Particularly these days when a plaintiff calls into
question the employer's conduct, the employer may look for a scapegoat to defend
him or herself. They may say, "1relied on the work of my actuary." That's an
increasing likelihood, although we haven't really seen it too much yet.

The third reason is that you have a reputation to protect. Let me contrast where
actuaries are with the accounting profession. I've had more experience representing
accountants, but I think that's because accountants are more frequently the target of
lawsuits than actuaries are. I'd like to share with you some statistics, because I think
that the actuarial profession is where the accounting profession was 15 years ago.

Fifteen years ago, accounting firms were spending less than 1% of their gross
revenues on litigation settlements, litigation defense costs, and legal bills in general. In
1993, that figure is expected to be 13% of an accounting firm's gross revenues. In
other words, out of every dollar that a large accounting firm collects this year, 13
cents of that goes to pay lawyers, to pay jury verdicts against the accounl_ng firms,
and to settle lawsuits in which the accounting firm's professionalism or judgment is
called into question.

Let me just summarize what happened in the last couple of years to the accounting
profession. A jury in Galveston, Texas hit Coopers & Lybrand for $200 million in
punitive damages. That was 50 times the amount of compensatory damages the
plaintiff suffered. Coopers later settled that case for $60 million. That case was
brought by the investors. After Coopers settled with the investors, the bankruptcy
trustee sued Coopers on behalf of the creditors, and it reportedly ended up settling
that case for another $95 million.

In May 1992, an Arizona jury hit Price Waterhouse for $338 million. That was more
than 2,400 times Price Waterhouse's audit fee for that client. That verdict, if it
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stands on appeal, will cost every PriceWaterhouse partner $350,000. Then, last
summer, Emst& Young settled allof the claimsthat the ResolutionTrust Corporation
had against Ernst & Young for the work it had done in varioussavings & loans that
had failed. Ernst & Young paid $400 million. Eachpar'mercontributedat least
$50,000 to that settlement. The government wanted more money, but it was
satisfiedthat the Emst& Young partnerscouldn't pay any more than $400 million.
I'm not sure that the next plaintiffwill be that kind.

Other examples could be mentioned. In the LincolnSavings & Loan fiasco, Arthur
Anderson paid $30 millionto settleon the eve of trial. Arthur Young was also
involved in that case. It paid $64 millionto settleon the eve of trial. Touche Ross &
Company paid $7.5 millionto settle on the ave of trial. You say, "Boy those are
pretty big. Maybe they shouldn't have settled." I think it was probablygood that
they settled, becauseChadesKeatingdidn't settle, and the jury hit him for $1.5
billion. Those accounting firms might have shared in that big number if they hadn't
settled prior to trial.

The bottom line is that the premiums for malpracticefor accountants are up 300%
since 1985. For the "Big Six," they've gone up 1,000% since 1985; the maximum
coverage is cut in half, and the minimum deducl_bleis often now $5 milliona claim.

So you can see that the accountingprofessionin the last five to fifteen years has
really had some problems. I'll identify some of the reasonsthat accountantshave
been sued in the past and why I think actuariesare goingto be sued inthe future.
The first thing is that the plaintiff'sbar is waking up. I think five yearsago most
plaintiffs' attorneys wouldn't have known what you meant when you said the word
"actuary." But that's no longerthe case. Some plaintiffs' attorneys are making a
specialtyin suingactuaries and in representingpeople who lost money infailed
insurancecompany situations. So the plaintiff's bar is waking up, and that's going to
lead to increasedlitigation.

There's more agency rulemaking. A perfect example is the new SVL. That's a law
that I reallydon't like. I doubt that very many people in this room like it. It raisesthe
expectations of everybodyas to what the actuary is doing and what the actuary is
giving an opinionon. It allows people to point a finger at a specific individual,and it
singles out potential scapegoats. The fact that agenciesare enacting more and more
rules is going to lead to increasedlitigation.

There's increasedcompetition. This is beth on the consultantsideand on the
company side. On the consultant side, the competitionis leading them to reduce
their fees, which makes them reducetheir hours, which can lead to more mistakes.
On the insurancecompany side, maybe you had 15 actuariesin your department last
year. This year, because of cutbacks, you have 12. So now you have 12 people
doing the work of 15, and it's more likely that somebodywill make a mistake.

Rainmakingis rewarded. Again, this appliesto consultantsand to the companies.
On the consultantside, when you're given a bonusbecause you bring in a new client,
you don't try to go out and get good clients. You just try to get clients, because you
get a bonus. Similarly,on the company side,you're not rewarded for giving out bad
news. You're not rewarded for saying the rate has to be so high that the company is
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not going to be able to write any business. You're rewarded when you set the rate
low enough so that the company can write a lot of business. So rainmaking is
rewarded, and I think it's goingto lead to increased litigation.

There's also loss-shifting by others. That one speaks for itself, I think. We live in a
decade in which nobody wants to assume that a loss suffered is their own fault. It's
always somebody else's fault. If somebody suffers a loss because of a failed
insurance company, he or she is going to conclude that it's somebody else's.

There's increased third-party reliance. Here I think is another instance in which the
new SVL is going to pose some problems. Obviously, the regulators are going to rely
on that law. If I were you, I wouldn't take a whole lot of comfort in the fact that
there is a fraud carve-out in the new SVL. First of all, I have yet to represent an
accounting firm or an actuarial firm where they weren't sued on more than one
theory. One theory is always negligence. They always sue on negligence because
you might have insurance coverage for negligence, and often you don't have insur-
ance coverage for fraud. But they always say whatever the actuary did is fraud. A
skilfful plaintiff's attorney can characterize anything as fraud. You might just have
failed to do a test. Well, in the eyes of a skillful plaintiff's attorney, that's not a
mistake. "He/she didn't forget to do the test. No, he/she intentionally didn't do the
test," the attorney will say. The plaintiff's attorney will say, "He/sbe knew that if the
test was done, it would come up with a number that he/she didn't like and a number
that he/she didn't want. It intentionally wasn't done, and ladies and gentlemen of the
jury, that's fraud!"

A skillful plaintiff's attorney is always going to characterize something as fraud. The
reason is, you can't get punitive damages in most states for negligence. Raintiffs'
attorneys want the multimillion-dollar verdicts, the $100 million verdicts that are
designed to punish somebody for fraudulent conduct. So they always allege fraud.
The fact that they always allege fraud makes this exception in the new SVL
meaningless.

Also, agencies are now suing frequently. Of course, the fraud exception or the
exception against litigation in the new SVL doesn't apply to lawsuits brought on
behalf of the company, or brought by the Commissioner. Well, what if this situation
occurs? What if the Commissioner is acting as the receiver or liquidatorof a failed
insurance company? Inthat situation, does the fraud exceptionto the new SVL
apply? It's an open question. I can make some arguments that it might not.

Then there are many availableexperts. We see this all the time. There's no shortage
of people who are willing,by charging a couple hundreddollarsan hour, to say that
your work was below standard.

There are many laws now that govern your conduct, the service-versus-commodity
idea, the downsizingaffecting the relationships,and, of course, the last one is the
most important reasonwhy actuariesget sued - you're a deep pocket.

Let me now show you the various legalcauses of actionsthat plaintiffsmay use in
suing actuaries. I'm not going to comment on thesevery much. You can be sued
for breach of contract. You can be sued for negligence,which is professional
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malpractice. You can be sued for fraud, which is intenl_onal or reckless wrongdoing.
You can be sued for breeching your fiduciary duty; for example, staying silent when
there is a duty to speak. There are various statutory causes of action that you can
be sued under. The bottom line is that, if somebody suffers a loss and you were
involved in the transaction given rise to the loss, lawyers can find some legal cause of
action to sue you under. That's the important thing that you need to keep in mind.

Now that we've talked a little bit about the problems and what leads to the problems,
let me give some suggestions. Most of these are gleamed from things that I have
discovered in the lawsuits that I've handled, either on behalf of accountants or
actuaries. These are things that will help you, first, to not get sued, but even if you
are sued, to better ensure that ultimately you will be able to avoid any judgment
rendered against you.

The first point that you need to understand is that appearancesare vitally important.
You need to operate on the assumption that, if something might look suspiciousto an
outsider,you can believethat most peoplewill assume those suspicionsare well
founded. The lesson to learnfrom this general topic is that you need to choose your
clientswith care. Obviously,this is more applicableto the consultingactuaries,but
even if you're a company-employedactuary, you need to choose your employer with
care. You need to try and work for a company that wants to be above board, that
wants to do the right thing.

I guessmaybe I couldhave said, instead of choosingclientswith care, one of the
proverbslike, "If you liedown with dogs, you get fleas." Or, "If you runwith pigs,
you get muddy." But you get the idea. If you associatewith people who are
problematic, you're goingto end up getting burned right alongwith them.

The second point is that you need to avoidconflictsof interestor situations that
appearto be conflicts. I can't tell you how much plaintiffs'lawyers love to find a
conflict of interest. There is something about a conflict of interest that makes juries
just get incensed and makes them reallywant to hammer somebody hard. A lot of
times it doesn't seem like it's that big a deal, but in the hands of a plaintiff'sattomey,
it turns into something that looksbad.

The third point is perhaps one of the most important that I'm going to make. This
appliesto consultingactuariesor to anybodywho signsa valuationopinion. You
need to make sure that allopen items are closed. I can't tell you how difficult it is to
defend a lawsuit when, duringthe discovery process,you have to turn over to the
other side open items or to-do lists in which the piece of paper doesn't reflect that it
was actually closed.

I had a property/casualtylawsuit in which one of the open items was a question mark
written by the guy who was reviewing the consultingactuary's work, which was
somethinglike, "Did Jake check to see if the loss-incurredtriangle for accident-year
1987 was accurate?" Now, how am I supposedto explain that to a jury? He said,
"Yes, I did do that." Well then why didn't he mark that he had done it? Make sure
that you close allopen items.
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Avoid unrealistic time pressures. In that regard, my understanding is that many state
commissioners and regulatory people will give you extensions if you need extensions,
but you must ask them early. You can't expect to get a deadline extended at the last
minute.

The second series of suggestions that I have is based on the premise that hindsight is
20/20. This is the real problem in all actuarial and accounting malpractice cases.
They always occur after the fact. You're trying to predict the future, and you're
giving opinions and making estimates and judgments based on what you think the
future is going to be. Well, by the time that your conduct is tried before a jury, all of
that is going to come to pass. Hindsight has perfect vision.

The first suggestion is that you need to make sure to look at the big picture before
signingoff. I can't tell you how many times all the items on a program have been
followed. All the i's have been dotted. All the t's have been crossed. Everything
was perfect. But I come in as a lawyer with no actuarial training at all, and I say it
just doesn't look right. How could you possibly have made such a conclusion? That
is because the actuary never stepped back and looked at the entire forest, because
he/she was so lost in the trees. So make sure you look at the big picture before
signing off.

The second point goes hand in glove with the first point. Don't apply rules mechani-
cally. If you make a mathematical computation error, I can't help you. That's a
mistake that's hard to get around. It's just a flat-out mistake. But I've seen some
actuariesapply rules mechanically. They get so involved and so immersed in the
detail of running spreadsheetsand that sort of thing, that they don't really document
things and they don't really reviewthe work that they've done. They don't really
focus on where they're going. You need to be aware that you shouldn't apply rules
mechanically. Think about what you're doing and think about whether it makes
sense.

The third point is that you need to document all judgment calls. That's vitally
important. You have a Section-8 memo that you have to submit in connection with
some of these new SVL opinionsthat you sign. My advicewould be that you
document everythingthat you do. You spell it out. You tell exactly what you do.
You tell exactly why you tested only a part of it. You do everythingand you spell it
allout in that memo. Because down the road, that's goingto show that you were
planningand that you were doingthings with due care. Furthermore, if 1_ Commis-
sioner reads that report and doesn't reject It and doesn't say that there's any prob-
lems with it, I think you can say, "Look, I did it and nobodyquestioned it at the time.
EverythingI did is documented in there." That's an important point.

Get your work peer-reviewed. I know that that's going to be talked about later, and
it's a vital important point. It applieswhether you're a company actuary or a consult-
ing actuary.

There's an expectation gap. If you get sued, your jury is not going to be composed
of people who attend Society of Actuaries meetings. The jury is goingto be com-
posed of people who probably have never even finished highschool. You folks do
some complicated work. It's tough to explain the concept of reserve analysis, or
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whether or not assets are adequate to meet liabilities, to somebody who doesn't have
the training. Somebody on a jury is going to assume that, with your training and all
of your computer programs and all of the high fees that you're paid, you should have
been able to predict the future. Well, everybody here knows you can't do that.
Everybody here knows that there are inherent limitations to what you do. That's the
expectation gap. The public thinks that you can do better about this than you
really can.

_r_h that in mind, you need to make sure that you clarify your duties and responsibili-
ties with engagement letters; particularly if you rely on somebody else's work, make
sure you spell that out. Now I understand that maybe some of the insurance
commissioners don't like for you to say that, but if you rely on somebody else's
work, I'd write that down and I'd say it three times instead of one time. I'd really
highlight it if I were the one who was signing that opinion.

Second, make sure that your data is good. I think that point speaks for itself. The
third point is to consider who may rely on your work and plan accordingly. The final
point is to examine your client's motivation and agenda. Even if you're a company
actuary, figure out what the company wants and make sure that you're getting all of
the information you need from your employer to do your job.

If you do get into trouble, here are two suggestions. First, consulting an attorney
early is money well spent. Because if you know that litigation is about to come,
sometimes attorneys can head that off; whereas, once a lawsuit is filed, it's too late.

The second point is, don't write a memo to file explaining everything that you did
wrong and expect that not to be discoverable in litigation. Consult an attorney first -
he/she will tell you to address the memo to him or her, and then it won't be discover-
able in litigation.

MR. DOUGLAS C. DOLL: Presumably, it's not too late to go back and do documen-
tation for year-end 1992. If there are still some open items, do you suggest we take
care of those now, even after the fact? Is that better than not doing them at all?

MR. GORSUNE: I think there are problems either way. Just make sure you clear all
open items in the future.

MS. DONNA R. CLAIRE: I'm goingto follow alongwith what Jim saidand try to
state exactly what you shouldbe doing.

The current ActuarialStandardsof Practice and the Model Regulationon the Actuarial
Opinionand Memorandum gives actuariesa lot of leeway to do what they think is
best. The problemis that this leeway can also be used against you in a court of law.

Put it this way: if a company goes insolvent,the actuary is one of the people they
are going to look at realclose. They are goingto look at these reportsvery closely.
Forexample, where it says "considerdoing further scenariotesting," they're going to
say, "You didn't do further scenariotesting because you knew the results were going
to look bad." That's going to be a little bit hardto defend against. What we're trying
to do with the practicenotes is describecurrent practice, so that five years down the
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road, when you do get sued, you could say that was your beat guess at that time of
what to do.

One of the areas that is a potentialcause for concernto appointed actuariesis the
area of relianceon other company experts. This will be (and is already)a sourceof
contention between appointed actuariesand regulators. Forexample, your invest-
ment people may state that the earningson limitedpartnershipswill be 20%, even
though no earnings have shown up in the annual statement off of this asset classfor
the past five years. The actuary can currentlyrelyon this statement and use 20% in
the calculations. It would, however, be much more prudent to either use a lower
number or to do sensitivitytestingto see the effect of this asset on results.

The overridingstandard I go by is what I callthe "Belth" standard. Mr. Joe Belth
writes The Insurance Forum, which digsinto companies'dirty linen. The Actuarial
Standards of Practiceand the model regulationdo give an actuary a lot of wiggle
room. However, my theory is that, if you are doingsomething that you would not
like to see publishedin The Insurance Forum, you may want to reconsideryour
actions.

When New York Regulation126 was first beingdrafted, and again when the Model
Regulationon ActuarialOpinionand Memoranda was beingwritten, there was
discussionas to which would be better - an outsideconsultantor an employee of the
company - as the appointed actuary. Theoretically,the consultant can be more
objective, and say "no" easier to management. It is alsotrue that sometimes
outsidersare listenedto more by company management. The consultantdoes have
the benef'rtof seeing how a number of other companies are functioning. On the other
hand, an insidermay know the company better and know where the bodiesare
buried. Bottom line,both the consultant and the employeewant to get paid. "Bad"
resultswill not make either popular with management, so I do not see a major
advantage of one more than the other.

However, if I was an employeeof a company and had major doubts about the
findings, to protect myself, as I'll point out later, I would go to a peer reviewer and
recommend that an outside consultant come in.

As Jim mentioned, onething an appointed actuary wants to avoid is working for a
company that is about to go bankrupt. How do you do this? There is no sure
method, because company managements run the company, and some managements
can do some pretty strange things. However, there are some basic thingsthat any
actuary can check by usingthe annual statementsof the peat year or two. If you are
a consultant, I would check these before taldng on a job; if you are an employee,
these may be rad-flag items that shouldbe discussedwith management carefully
before signing any opinions. These can be signalsto alert you now that it may be a
good ideato try to get the companyto hire a consultantto either do the testing or do
a peer review, so you can have the benefit of an outsideopinionas to asset
adequacy.

One of the first items I would check is the risk-basedcapital (RBC)level. Technically,
the RBC level has nothingto do with reserveadequacy. I know that these formulas
are not going to be officiallyused for a year or more. However, every company has
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calculated them, and a number of regulators have looked at the results from various
companies. If the RBC level is at the point where regulatory action can or would be
taken, you can be relatively certain that the regulators will be looking at the company
and your asset adequacy report very carefully. Any company that is going to get
such close scrutinyprobably deserves it, so, as an actuary, I would be very careful
about volunteering to sign an esset-adequecy opinion in these companies.

Another important item is the surplus pattern. For example, if the surplus went from
$25 million in one year to $20 million the next to $10 million the year after that, this
would also be an early warning signal. Again, the reserve-adequacy testing does not
technically cover surplus. However, it is very hard to argue that the reserves were
adequate when the company was insolvent. The surplus pattern could be caused by
several items, such as very high acquisition costs or by some very bad investment
returns. Either way, the surplus pattern can indicate some major problems that can
come back to bite the appointed actuary.

A third category deserving of attention is what I call weird assets. Many of these will
also be picked up by an RBC analysis, but some may not. These include a large
portion of assets in nonscheduleD assets, such as limited partnerships,real estate,
joint ventures, and common stocks. At the very least, they make the modelingjob a
lot harderas one tries to figure out the best way to modelthem. These types of
assetsmay also be illiquidand may have higher-than-averagedefault rates.

The above are a few items that quickly indicatewhether one could have a major
problem and perhapsshouldavoidsigningany asset-adequacyopinionunlessvery
carefulchecking is done.

If one is doing an asset-adequacyopinion,there are various items that one must have
to do a reasonablejob. This checklistcontainssome of these basicrequirements and
shouldbe made a part of the actuary's work papers when doing any asset-adequacy
opinion. The first is the names of the contact people in needed areas. This would
include the investmentarea, the data recordarea, pricingarea, etc. The person who
is the contact person, along with what is beingsupplied,shouldbe noted in your file.
The reason this is important is that, if anything does go wrong, it may be years later
before a regulatoror a lawyer questionsyou on where certain assumptionscame
from. "1 don't remember" is a very weak answer.

One of the items that is important to the actuary is that he/she must have free access
to data. If there is any informationthat is not being shared,the actuary should
attempt to find out why. Any doubts about data shouldbe noted in the file.

Any information from priortests shouldbe examined. These tests may have pointed
out possibleproblem areasyou have not yet discovered. If there was a prior ap-
pointed actuary, the new appointedactuary should discusswith him or her why the
appointed actuary is no longerdoing the job and any major concernsthat he/she may
have had. I read one asset-adequacyreport, which was done prior to the Model
Regulation,which basicallysaid "The companyfails four of the seven basictests and
will have negative surplusin all scenariosfor the next few years. Have a nice life!"
This report does not indicate any correctivemanagement action, and it certainly raised
a lot of questionsin my mind.
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Examining prior tests compared with this year's tests will also indicate where there
are major changes. The actuary can determine whether they are legitimate or
whether there were errors in one or both reports.

The actuary should request any relevant correspondence with the Insurance Depart-
ment. For example, if the Insurance Department has stated that Asset X, which is
earning 15%, is unsuitable for the company and must be sold within two years, the
actuary doing the testing should know this to properly reflect the asset in the cash-
flow testing.

Information on pending lawsuits against the company should also be obtained by the
appointed actuary. For example, if the company has recently lost a $30 million
lawsuit, and the company's total surplus is $40 million, the company's health would
be adversely affected with the negativepublicity, which would imply that higher
lapsesshould be expected.

Any expected major management actions should be factored into the work done by
the appointed actuary. Forexample, if the company is about to sell all its liquid
assets to Strip-Urn Life, this can have a deleterious impact on the asset-adequacy
testing.

All the above sound like obvious things the appointed actuary should look into.
However, I know at least one instance in which each of the above was not followed,

and the new appointed actuary was questioned closely regarding why such obvious
things were not done. I strongly urge the appointed actuaries to keep information on
this checklist on file.

In reviewing asset-adequecy opinions and memoranda, both as a peer review and for
regulators, there were certain areas that appeared to be potential problem areas.

The first area is one in which I do not think the actuary is doing all he/she can to
protect himself - the area of confidentiality. There is a Practice Note by Lauren
Bloom, the legal counsel for the American Academy of Actuaries (AAA), which
mentions some areas to watch out for in the actuarial opinion. Unfortunately, the
mind-set in the U.S. is that if something goes wrong, one should sue. Adding some
disclaimers may not prevent all suits, but it can eliminate some of them. In addition, I
add the word "Confidential" to every page of my actuarial memorandum - another
protection for the actuary.

Another area I mentioned briefly before is asset ratums. Let me reiterate that the
actuary can open himself or herself to criticism if one blindly relies on investment
people. Assets shouldpass the smell test; if anything looks too goodto be true, it
probably is.

Another area I have noticed some problemswith is interest-creditingstrategies. The
credited strategy tested sometimesappears to be pickedsolely because it produces
the best test results, not because it has any bearing on what the company actually
credits. My recommendation is that one get historicaldata on the actual crediting
history and use that as a guide. If the resultsdo look "bad," it is possiblethat
management will decideto adopt a new strategy. If they have not yet adopted the
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strategy, the actuary should get manegement's intentions to change the crediting
strategy in writing.

The investment strategy is another assumption that does not necessarily bear any
relationship to reality. For example, all the current assets could be collateralized
mortgage obligations CMOs and real estate, but the testing assumed all new money
would go into five-year noncaUablebonds. This is another area in which the actual

strategy should be modeled, with perhaps additional sensitivity testing of alternate
strategies. If management decides an alternate strategy is going to be followed, this
commitment should be received in writing.

Expenses are another area in which facts and models may not meet. For example, it
is unreasonable to assume that the maintenance expenses will be $250,000 a year if
the company is currently paying $10 million a year in expenses according to the
annual statement. At least a part of corporate overhead should be allocated to inforce
policies.

Some asset-adequacy testing I have seentotally ignorestaxes. Consideringthat
death and taxes are the two reali'deein life, this seems unreasonable. One actuary I
spoke to said that he ignored them because he expected the company to be in a
deficit position throughout the testing period. I have a news flash - if that is a 1]ue
statement, then it is quite probable that the company will not be around at the end of
the testing period; so I would doubt the reserves could be found to be adequate.

An issue that has come up several times is data quality. There is an Actuarial
Standard of Practice on Data Quality. The appointed actuary is responsible for
following this. If there is a real problem with the quality of data, the actuary should
disclose this in the opinion and memorandum.

There will be some cases in which the actuary will be uncomfortable with the results.
Sometimes this is because the actuary is a perfectionist, but perfection is unattainable
in any model. Many times, there is some problem. If the results are negative, either
under basic testing or under sen_ tests done becausethe actuary was not sure
of the right formula to use for some assumptions, there are some alternatives.

The actuary can choose to get more data. For example, if the actuary had been told
that real estate was assumed to eam 20%, he/she can model this plusalternatives.
It may wind up that real estate is such a small percentage of the portfolio that earning
20% versus earningnothing will not impact the expected reserveadequacy. If there
is a differencein projected reserveadequacy, the actuary may also choose to check
the locallibraryfor articles on real estate in the area(s) the company owns properties
to see if he/she were comfortablewith this 20% number.

Another alternative is to have a peer review of the asset-adequacytesting, to see if
an actuary with a slightlydifferent perspective would come up with the same answer.

If the actuary has gatheredhis/herfacts and determined that there may be a reserve-
adequacy issue, the next step is to consult with management. W'_hthe realestate
example, it may be that the companyhas an ironclad guarantee of the 20% earnings
backed by the full strength and credit of a AAA corporationthat is leasingthe
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building. It may alsobe that management will not be persuaded by your facts and
refuse to either change the 20% assumption or put up extra reserves.

The actuary may want to qualify his/her opinion. In the memorandum, I would then
show the results of sens'cdvitytests on the assumption. This alternative is not a
popular one; it is preferable to have management convinced to either change its
investments or establishextra reserves.

This is another area in which the Beith standardof what is reasonableapplies.

To summarize, all actuarial opinions andmemoranda are subject to regulatoryreview.
Keep a copy of all relevant records for the requiredseven years. This includes
keeping a copy of any software program(s)used. If, years from now, you are asked
to reproduce a number, it will be quite difficultwithout this information.

The source of all assumptions shouldbe documented. This would includewho
providedthe assumptionand what informationthe assumption was based on.
Remember, all work papers are subject to review. In the case I was involved with,
every piece of paper I had regardingthe company, includingscribblednotes I had
taken duringtelephone conversations,was subpoenaed.

The appointed actuary's goal of the Model Regulationon Actuarial Opinionsand
Memoranda is not to see how much one can get away with; rather, it is to produce a
reportthat is meaningfulto management and usefulto the regulators.

MR. DOUGLAS J. KNOWLING: Now that we're all concerned about legalliability,
let's take on some more. Solvencytesting isn't a bulletpoint in the program, but
becauseof the expanded scope of the valuationactuary, it appearsto be on its way.
The exact form and content is still beingdeveloped,so I will discussthe evolution of
the valuationactuary, give you a listingof the solvency initiativesin the U.S., and
then talk about some important issuesrelatedto solvencytesting.

I'd liketo start off with a quote that I think we're all familiar with. "The work of
science is to substitute facts for appearancesand demonstrations for impressions."
Of course, this is the current Society of Actuaries motto. Maybe it shouldbe
changed, given that valuation actuary work is anything but precise, scientific-type
work.

How has the valuation actuary evolved? Prior to 1975, it was a mechanical process.
There were set valuation interest and mortality rates. In 1975, it was altered slightly
with the requirement of the opinion by the valuation actuary that reserves met the
requirements of the state of domicile and made good and sufficient provisions for all
unmatured obligations of the company, under the terms of its policies. Still, it was
basically a precise process.

Of course, in 1980, the changes to the SVL allowed for valuation interest and
mortality rates to be responsiveto economic and demographic areas.

In 1985, the valuation actuary concept, was usheredin through the report of the joint
Society and Academy Committee on The Roleof the Valuation Actuary.
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In 1990-91, the new SVL and the Actuarial Opinion and Memorandum Regulation
were brought on, with ten states requiring the opinion for year-end 1992 and an
additional five for year-end 1993.

Finally, we have solvency testing with a 1995 target date that is subject to change.

Let's take a step back. What is solvency testing? Because actuaries tend to like
formulas, I thought I'd present it in that method. We begin with typical cash-flow
testing that we've been doing for reserve-adequacy analysis in which I project the
liabilities and assets over various interest scenarios. Then we add in the going-
concern pieces. Both surplus and new business will be modeled. The result is
solvency testing. We're looking for a positive surplus throughout the projection.

We're probably all aware of RBC that will be required at the end of this year. It gives
us a snapshot of the financial condition of the company at year-end. Various risk
factors are accumulated to develop a target capital. The target is then compared to
the actual capital, indicating varying levels of regulatory action.

In September 1992, the Academy Task Force on Solvency issued a position state-
ment that said more was needed beyond RBC, as RBC did not fully identify certain
factors, such as inadequate prices and concentration of risks. It also stated that the
actuarial profession was uniquely qualified to provide assistance in the solvency issue.

The Society of Actuaries Dynamic Solvency Task Force released a report in March
1993. Its charge was to produce a plan to accomplish research and develop
materials so that the actuary would be fully educated and have the proper training
and access to data to give a solvency report to management.

Take a little closer look at the Academy position statement. There were three major
recommendations made. One was that a stronger actuarial role was proposed via the
annual report to management on surplusadequacy. The report would evaluate the
financialstatus of the company, both currentlyand over future scenarios, with the
idea that it should be a long-termoutlook. Quality would be assuredthrough
compliancemonitoring with a centralized uniform system such as standards of
practice through the Actuarial StandardsBoard.

It is felt that closer ties to regulationcouldbe achieved by usingthe Canadian or
United Kingdom model, in which a strong regulatorworks closely with a rigorous
actuary, and the appointed actuary is responsiblenot only to management, but also to
regulators.

Finally,the Academy thought that the current guarantee system needs reform.
Various problems includevariationsby state, no direct authority until state of domicile
declares insolvency,and the relianceof an informalcoordinationamong the states.
The Academy felt that a broad-basedeffort is needed to reform this guarantee
system.

The Society of Actuaries Dynamic Solvency Task Forcedeveloped a planthat covers
necessary researchand basic and continuingeducation. The report makes some
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assumptionsabout solvencytesting: the who, the when, and the how. An outline
of the model report and the overview of neededresearchwas provided.

The report suggested a handbook be developed,similarto the valuationactuary
handbook, that would give an overview of solvency testing, provide aid in report
preparation,and provide methodology in modelingsuch thingsas assets, policyholder
behavior, and company behavior.

Finally,the report advocates peer review. It provides insightand experienceto the
process. But problemscould arisedue to confidentialityissuesas well as antitrust
considerations.

What were some of the other assumptionsthat the task force made about solvency
reporting? First, It appliesto all U.S. insurers. In other words, there areno exemption
tests, such as we see under the actuarialopinionand memorandum.

Everyonecurrentlyis assuming this report would be to management, But it easily
could end up as a report to regulators,which would tend to complicatethe issue a
bit. Again, the actuary would be allowed to rely on others. Currently, for the SVL,
the reliance is generally just on the investment area for the assets. But now we'd
alsoneed to rely on management for growth goals, salesprojections,and prof_
targets. The consistencyof assumptionsis stillthe responsibilityof the actuary,
however.

Finally,the actuary is assumed to have full access to informationto produce an
independent and professionalreport. Now this may put the actuary in an adverserial
role, if resultsdon't turn out as hoped. That might not be as much of a problem if
the report is only to management and not to regulators.

The outline of the solvency report would includea summary of resultsthat would
state the measureof financial strength, summarizethe work, and discloserelianceand
disclaimers. The general descriptionof supportinganalysiswould discuss the block
studies and any aggregationthat was needed. Major assumptionsand formulas
would need to be disclosed,includingwhat the economicscenarioswere, what the
timeframe was for testing, what asset/liabilityassumptionswere used, what strate-
gieswere used, and, finally, what the stockholderdividend policy was, which is
something different than is requiredfor reserve testing. Validity testing and reconcilia-
tion would provideadditionalcredence to the work.

It's interestingto note that researchhas been addressedin relationto solvency. But
it's never been really talked about indetail for the valuation actuary. Many areas that
apply to both solvency testing and valuation actuary work need to be studied.

Confidence standards need to be researched to address the appropriatelevelof
confidenceand ways to determine how much surplusshould be increasedto move
confidence from, say, 96 to 99%, so that the company will remainsolvent. The
appropriatenumber of years of the projectionneedsto be examined, as well as the
interim requirements. Are we looking at solvency at the end of each year, or are we
going to look quarterly?
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v_r_hthe multitude of scenarios we're examining, we need to know what data are
important and how to examine, for example, a thousand scenarios and get a reason-
able result. Credibility and reliability theory tells how many scenarios are needed to
feel comfortable with the results. Is it seven, is it 40, is it 1,000? Economic
scenarios need to be developed that will tell us the relationship between interest rates
and, say, the stock market. This is something that's not been addressed heavily for
valuation work.

Appropriate and possiblymore sophisticated behavior models are needed for lapses,
asset prepayments, and premium payments. What alternatives to cash-flow testing
are available? Perhaps RBCcan be used every year with cesh-flow testing done only
every 3-5 years.

Clearly, there are many questions that need to be answered. As I said before, the
research would apply not only to solvency testing, but also to valuation actuary work,
so we'll look at some of the research areas in a little more detail.

Confidence standards, as I said, need to be developed so that we can identify the
probability of insolvency. What level is appropriate? It's easier to get a more
accurate picture of the positive side, in which surplus ends up positive, as opposed to
the loss tail. Also, is the magnitude of the failed scenario important, and how does
this relate to current standard confidence concepts?

Imagine saying in a report to management that "based on the multivariate distribution
of surplus and 1,000 trials, the results of this report are 85% credible." I think that
would be a little difficult for management to accept. But credibility does need to be
considered. Currently, it's commonly used for casualty and health insurance, in which
you consider the number of claims needed to have full credibility of the data. A
question is the number of scenarios needed to get full credibility to solvency test,
which is a similar question to the number of claims. It may be that there is a different
distribution that's beyond the scope of the statistical methods most actuaries are
familiar with.

So far cash-flow testing has mostly addressed dynamic interest rates. Taxes have
been considered to be the current situation forever. This year has shown that taxes
will not stay the same forever, given what's been introduced the past year. Other
economic and political variables, such as the stock market, unemployment, and the
global economy, affect company solvency. The interaction of these variables makes
research very difficult. The behavior of consumers and company management has
many influences.

For consumers, let's take lapses as an example. The amount of agent contact with
the consumer, our company as well as the other companies, will determine whether
they're going to take their money elsewhere. If there are high surrender charges in
the contract, they may not leave. If the contract is performing well, relative to
market, they may not leave. Both personal finances and the economic environment
may cause lapsesto occur, even when they don't financially make sense in terms of
the marketplace. Maybe the consumer just needs the money. Then finally the
marketplace, as far as the level of sophistication, would make a difference on
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consumer behavior. I think we'd allagree that the single-premium deferred annuity
market is much more sensitive than the treditional life market.

On the company management side, take investment strategies as an example. The
economic environment will tell us what assets are currently available and their yields.
Regulators may say that the asset is available, but, because you're an insurance
organization, you're not allowed to invest in it. RBC may keep management from
wanting to invest in some of the riskier assets, given the higher amount of RBC that
would be needed to support that.

The sales force, of course, wants a higher credited rate, indenting management to
invest in riskier assets. The marketplace may dictate a certain ratum needed to
support various creditingrates.

Then the ownersof the company, whether it's the policyholdersfor a mutual, or the
stockholdersfor a stockcompany, want a higherratum for the company, given a
certain risk. Finally,company managers are human and their personalcompensation
will come into play.

Researchis difficult,giventhat there's a lot of interactionbetween these variables,
and they're all very hard to model.

What are the pros andcons of solvencytesting? On the one hand, solvencycan't be
guaranteed, but it's usefulto test the full outcome of company plans so that we have
a better feel for what may happen. You can argue that many esoteric assumptions
are required, it's a big, blackbox and it just spits out some numbers. How do we
know they're any good?

But, by making assumptionsand performing projections,management can better
understandthe forcesat work and make better decisions. You can arguethat all this
additionalwork createslittlevalue-added. Most of the companiesare going to be
okay anyway, and it's just an added burden at year-end. But, if solvency testing is
then appliedto strategic planning,you can make better usa of your efforts.

Getting back to the topic of liability, actuariesdoing solvency reportingwill be at
further riskof liabilityand criticism. But solvency testing can also produce additional
opportunities for actuariesif information is providedto management and management
can make full use of the work. The actuary can then become a strongerpart of the
management team.

Solvencytesting is not yet a requirement. There is some controversyinvolved. We
could ask some questions. Are actuariesin the best positionto address solvency?
The answer to that is actuarieswould be a key part of a team needed to address
solvency. You'd need to includemanagement, investment people, and possibly the
marketing people.

Can actuariesreally reduceinsolvencies? If you look at some of the recent insolven-
cies, it may be arguedthat they would not have been prevented.
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Could a solvency report be misused? Possible examples of misuse could be in some
of its information being disclosed in advertising, or confidential information such as
business plans or sales projections being leaked out to parties who shouldn't see it.
Finally, should actuaries really be giving opinions or should we be giving advice? I
think rather than quantifying solvency exactly to a number, it would be better to just
help management understandthe results of its actions.

Because I started with a quote, I thought I'd leave you with one. This isn't my
suggestionfor the new motto of the Society of Actuaries,but it is food for thought.
"There are, in fact, two things, scienceand opinion. The former begets knowledge
and the latter, ignorance."

MR. JAMES F. REISKYTL: W_J1regard to solvency, the Society is interested in
volunteersto work on the research. The Society is not taking a positionon the issue
of a requirement. It is controversial,to say the least, and there is a debate going on
within the Society as to the role of the actuary and who will fill this role.

The investment and financialarea happensto be coordinatingthis effort, but cieady
there's work going on in the life area, the health area, the retirementarea and just
about anywhere in which you're interested.

Pete Hepokoskiis coordinatinga handbookfor presentationin draft form at the
October annual meeting. We would hopewe would get a reaction there. This will
be a livingdocument, and it will be your chance to expressyour opinionson this
whole subject.

RegardingDoug Knowling'scomments, I'm not surewhether the appointed actuary
and the person preparingthis solvency report will be the same person. I think I can
argue either one. But, clearly,the underlyingresearchwork that needs to be done
can be used.

Beinga member of the SolvencyTask Force, we seethe solvency report as more of
an internal report; sensitivityanalysisthat will be very useful to management, with
lessfocus on an absolutestatement, as you eludedto.

MR. MARTIN R. CLAIRE: Sometimes standards of practice or even laws have areas
called "safe harbors," which say if you don't want to think about it, and if you usa
this assumption,things are fine. What is your attitudeabout this? Are there really
safe harbors? If I decide I don't want to use a safe harbor, I want to use my own

judgment, am I raisinga flag? Why didn't I use this safe harbor? Are you damned if
you do and damned if you don't?

MR. GORSLINE: There are cleadysituations in which you're introuble if you do and
you're in troubleif you don't. Sometimes you get caught between a rock and a hard
place. It's hard for me to answer inthe abstract a questionabout safe harbors. It
depends on what the standardpractice is. What would a reasonableactuary do
under similarcircumstances? Would a reasonableactuary conclude it was okay to
rely on a safe harbor? Would he/she ignorethe safe harborand go ahead and do the
testing? I would think that certainly, if some sort of fact came to your attention that
suggestedthe safe harbormight not be so safe, you ought to at least run that rabbit
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trail down and document why you were going to rely on the safe harbor in the light
of some information coming to you that suggested you shouldn't rely on it. I would
think that if you chose to abandon that safe harbor and do work that the safe harbor
wouldn't ordinarily require you to do, you ought to document that thoroughly.

I guess the best advice I can give you in that situation is that, whatever you do,
document your conclusions thoroughly. You can be totally wrong, but if you
document your conclusions, with the benefit of hindsight, you can say at least they
were trying and doing their best to exercise care. They weren't just applying rules
remotely. They were thinking about it. They were documenting their resources and
their reasoning and their judgment, and even though they were wrong, at least they
were giving it their best shot. You can go a long way with that argument, assuming
the person is above some sort of minimum level of competency, as long as you've
got the ammunition with which to make those arguments. So if you document all of
your assumptions and judgments in that connection, I think you'd be safe.

MR. DOLL: There was a seminar the week before last in Rorida. It was sponsored
by the Society of Actuaries and the FinancialReporting Section, and it was called the
Postmortem on the Valuation Actuary for 1992.

One of the speakers at that seminar was Larry Gorski, who spoke on the regulators'
reviews of the actuarial opinions and memorandum. I brought along my notes from
the seminar, and I thought you might be interested. Larry was talking about the
review process in Illinois and how it's going. It's basically a frye-step process. First,
they go through the opinions looking for qualifications and for statements where extra
reserves were set up. They do that for all the domestic companies and "foreign
companies of interest," The second step is the format perspective. Do the opinion
and memorandum meet the specifications in the law and regulation, or do they meet
previous departmental requests? For example, if the department asked the company
previously to do certain specified extra scenarios, they'll look to make sure those were
done.

Step No. 3 is the depth and quality of analysis. What were the actuarial assump-
tions? What were the changes to the assumptions made since last year? In step No.
4, they look at how the valuation actuary interpreted the results. In No. 5, they make
a decision as to whether the opinion is acceptable or not.

Larry said that Illinois hasn't rejected any opinions and memorandums yet. But he has
asked some companies for more sensitivity-testing. He says this is their way of
telling the company that "This memorandum or the work done is not acceptable yet.
We hope you bring it up to snuff, so that we don't have to reject it."

One of the problems he says they've encountered to date is inappropriate reliance.
Some of the opinions rely on work done by other actuaries. They rely on investment
people for assumptions. In some instances, you can't tell whose opinion is being
made, because it'll refer to projections and so forth, and he can't tell who is claiming
responsibility for it. In Larry's opinion, the opinion ought to be that of the appointed
actuary.
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Another problem is amounts not tested for asset adequacy. Larry looks for this to be
no more than 5% of the total reserve.

Separate-account products and traditional life products is another problemarea.
These need more than a "waving of the hands."

The theoretical issues Larry brought up include the following. When you look at the
ending values, they should be at market value, not book value. The memorandums
should at least address nonparallel yield-curveshifts. The seven specifiedscenariosin
the memorandum may not be adequate, and the regulatorsare lookinginto some sort
of extra requirement on the scenarios.

Regardingreasonablenessof assumptions,Larry wants a comparisonwith recent
experienceon the lapses. How reasonableis it to start off with lapseexperience
significantlybetter than what the company had experiencedduringthe most recent
year? Single-premiumimmediate annuitiesshouldaddressmortality improvement,
Regardingassets, the appointedactuary ought to ask enough questionsto understand
all the assets.

MS. CLAIRE: The annual statement comparisonof everythingsort of makes sense,
as an overallreview. This includeslapses,mortality, investment earnings, expenses
(both insuranceexpensesand investmentexpenses),and certain areaswhere it's easy
just to check against the annual statement to make sure your cash-flowtesting is at
least in line with those. Again, what the regulatorsare using to see if your data are
reasonable is the only other thing that they have from you, in general, which is the
annual statement.

MR. DOLL: One of the purposesof this seminarwas to see how good those practice
notes are and whether we need additionalpractice notes. Donna, becauseyou're in
charge of those, what do you say?

MS. CLAIRE: There is a committee of 40 that is probably comingup with about
seven additionalpracticenotes on various kindsof health products,such as long-term
care, continuouscare retirement communities,disability income, etc., and all the
thingsthat you should considerthere.

There willbe a note called "analyzingresultsand forming an opinion." We had sent
out a valuationactuary survey asking,for example, "How many scenariosdo you
have to passfor you to say you've passed?" The bottom line answer is, "Your guess
is as good as mine." At this point, the regulatorsrealizethere are so many assump-
tions that, to arbitrarilysay you have to passseven scenariosor six out of seven
doesn't make any sense. But we will come up with something about analyzing
resultsand forming an opinion, just to listthe major topics there.

Another one that we're hopingto get an author for is reinsurance. Other topics _re
shareholderdividendand expenses. Some companies have a functional expense
study done. A number of companieshave pricingexpenses, but that does not
necessarilytie into the annual statement. So we'll try to come up with some practical
altemativesthere also.
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MR. DOLL: One of the other topk:s that I remember was intermediate results. What
happens if you do the scenariotesting and all the scenariosaregood at the end, but
you have some scenarios in which the intermediateresultsare negative? The view
from the majority of people at the seminar was that the reserve-adequacytest is just
that - a reserve-adequacyopinionand not a solvencytest, and that l_ese intermedi-
ate lossesare not something that should cause reserves to have to be increased.
One caveat (and this was stronglystated by LarryGorski)is that if you do have
intermediate negatives, you shouldat least considerwhat effect that might have on
some of your assumptions,such as lapse.

MS. CLAIRE: On that last point, if the tests show that a company is insolvent in two
years, a very legitimate question for a lawyer to ask is, "How can you say the
reserves are adequate?" I wouldn't want to have to be on the stand and try to
explainwhy at the end of ten years you're okay, if, at the end of two years, the
company was no longerin business.

MR. DOLL: The NationalAssociationof InsuranceCommissioners(NAIC) actuarial

task force is getting together late this week. They plan to bring up some potential
changes to the valuationactuary model regulation. Some of the things they are going
to talk about are adding more disclosureto the opinion,a reasonabilitystandard for
relianceon investment personsfor asset projections,yield-curvenormalization, and a
list of assumptionsthat must be includedin the memorandum. All that will probably
be for changes in 1994, I think, not 1993.
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